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Abstract
This study approaches online social networking from the opposite direction, focusing on unsociability,
in an attempt to find out how friendships are negotiated and terminated online. The research data was
obtained via an online survey (N=107) targeted to SNS users. The findings show that Facebook is
closely connected to offline social life, and the fading of offline relationship was the most common
reason for cutting ties on Facebook. Usually, the people who were unfriended represented weak ties.
Even though unfriending can be considered as the hardest form of unsociability, it was more commonly used than restricting content from certain people. On Twitter and other SNSs, the relationships
were less personal. Therefore, ‘unfollow’, ‘block’ and other unsocial features were used to filter and
regulate the content subscribed to. Particularly on Facebook, attention should be paid to developing
affordances that would enable the system to better match the dynamic and complex nature of social
relationships.
Keywords: Social network sites, SNS, Privacy, Self-presentation.
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1

Introduction

With millions of registered members worldwide, social network sites (SNSs) have become the number
one online activity in terms of popularity. Inspired by their success, research on SNSs has investigated
how friendships are formed and sustained online. There is evidence that online social networking can
increase people’s social capital and improve their well-being (Ellison et al., 2007). Even though the
majority of research has focused on the forging of social ties, SNSs also enable behavior that can be
seen as the opposite of this by providing users with various technological tools intended for filtering
and restricting content. These tools can be used, for instance, to prevent certain people from seeing the
content posted or to remove contacts from one’s social networks. By using these features, people can
select who they share personal content with, and, at the same time, limit the content accessible to the
others. So far, only a few studies have discussed these behaviors, referred to as unsociability
(Gutierrez Lopez & Ovaska, 2013). Investigating the reverse side of sociability is important, as it can
shed light on how online relationships are constantly negotiated and managed. Identifying how and
why these features are used can also reveal what kinds of social tensions exist on SNSs regarding selfdisclosure and privacy, and how these tensions are actually resolved.
In this study, the term ‘unsociability’ is applied to describe behavior that appears as the opposite of
creating ties, forming new relationships and sharing personal content with others. It refers to the use of
features intended to limit, control and remove social contacts and content on SNSs. It can also refer to
situation in which a person is not enjoying the company of someone and thus withdraws from social
interaction with this person. However, in the context of this study, unsociability is not considered as
negative behavior but understood as regulation of personal boundaries on SNSs. By making social
practices and acts related to unsocial behavior visible, this study attempts to understand the conventions and tensions of relationships on social network sites. Furthermore, the findings regarding users’
current boundary regulation practices also reveal how well their needs are met in the design of privacy
tools.

2

Background

2.1

Sociability on SNSs

According to a definition given by boyd and Ellison (2007), social network sites allow individuals to
construct a public or a semi-public profile, to create a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and to view and navigate their list of connections and those made by others within the system.
However, this definition does not specify the quality of the connections established, only that the participants are linked in some way (Lange, 2008). The linking of profiles through friendship requests
and the acceptance of such requests, and the ability to view the resulting connections on others’ profiles are tangible mechanisms that reflect the state of the individuals’ social networks (Donath & boyd,
2004). They also indicate change, as the relationships can be constantly formed or abandoned (Ellison
et al., 2007).
One way to categorize SNSs is through the importance they place on content and sociability. There are
friendship-oriented SNSs, where the main purpose is social networking, and content-oriented SNSs,
where content is the main reason for participation. One major difference between SNSs can be found
in the symmetry of relationships: in ‘purely social’ SNSs, the relationships usually constitute symmetrical and mutual friendships, whereas in content-based SNSs they are asymmetrical and the aim is to
follow or subscribe to desirable content (Laine et al., 2011). In an asymmetrical SNS, any individual
can choose to follow any account without the need for them to follow the person ‘back’. Because following does not require invitation or acceptance, people can freely and easily follow others (Kwak et
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al., 2011). On Twitter, this means that connections depend less on in-person contact, as a user may
have more followers than he or she personally knows (Gruzd et al., 2011).
Content sharing and self-disclosure are essential for the success of SNSs, and sites like Facebook can
only exist as long as their users are willing to share personal information (Brandtzaeg et al., 2011;
Blatterer, 2010). According to Acquisti and Gross (2006), the requirement of self-presentation is built
into SNSs: for example, it is not possible to create an account on Facebook without the creation of a
personal profile. Blatterer (2010) argues that on SNSs the pursuit of visibility is in tension with the
need for privacy, and therefore users need to give up some of their privacy in order to socially interact
with others. As there is a constant negotiation between publicity and privacy within SNSs, questions
of how and why people limit the visibility of content or withdraw from interactions with others become important.

2.2

Unsociability on SNSs

Friendships on social network sites are often described as weak-tie type of relationships, meaning that
they are people we have met briefly and do not share long history with. However, weak ties can be
beneficial as they can serve as an information source and broaden our resources in terms with social
capital (Baym, 2010). It is important to keep in mind that an SNS friend is not necessarily an actual
friend, and that people may add various types of connections to their friends list, including persons
who they have a complicated social relationship with (boyd, 2006). Therefore, when we want to share
personal and confidential information, we may need to limit access of those not perceived as reliable
or close. Obeying the logic of computer functions, unsociability here refers to the fact of undoing
something, to reversing an act of sociability (Zimmer, 2009; Gutierrez Lopez & Ovaska, 2013). According to Zimmer (2009) functions such as unfriend and unfollow are metaphors for undo in computer programs, as they allow people to return to a previous state. However, Gutierrez Lopez and Ovaska
(2013) emphasize that the terms ‘unsocial’ and ‘antisocial’ are not synonymous: unsocial behavior
should by no means be deemed harmful or extreme; to the contrary, unsocial behavior is not hostile,
but indicates personal preferences thus enabling users to avoid negative or awkward social situations.
Unsocial activity can therefore be seen as an attempt to save face in potentially embarrassing and facethreatening situations and as necessary for the purpose of managing self-disclosure and privacy concerns online (Gutierrez Lopez & Ovaska, 2013; Bryant & Marmo, 2012).
Gutierrez Lopez and Ovaska (2013) have divided unsocial activities into ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ based on the
awareness cues they send to the target of the act. According to them, the most visible act of unsociability on Facebook is unfriending, which can be seen as the tip of the iceberg in relation to a variety of
more subtle and invisible unsocial acts (Gutierrez Lopez & Ovaska, 2013). For example, unresponsiveness, i.e. not reacting to a request, is invisible and therefore the softest form of unsociability, as it
leaves no awareness cues for its target and is easily reversed. Several features of the user interface of
Facebook also include unsocial elements, as they allow users to undo their actions or limit and prevent
the visibility of content posted by them on the site. These features include: restrict, hide from newsfeed, unlike, block, reject, untag and unfriend. Unsocial activity as a whole can be considered rather
subtle, as in its hardest forms the target is not notified what has taken place. Previous research has
identified a behavioral norm requiring that unsociability be kept discreet, and that people did not confront others regarding possible tensions; people also tend not to take unfriending personally (Gutierrez
Lopez & Ovaska, 2013). However, when they knew who unfriended them and particularly if they were
unfriended by a close friend they were found to respond more negatively (Bevan et al., 2012).
Previous research on the use of unsocial features has focused largely on relationship-ending on SNSs
(Bevan et al., 2013; Sibona & Walczak, 2011; Sibona 2013 & 2014; Kwak et al., 2011; Quercia et al.,
2012). Sibona and Walczak (2011) identified several online and offline reasons for unfriending someone on Facebook. Among the most common online reasons were too frequent, unimportant or and polarizing posts, whereas among the offline reasons were disliked behavior and changes in the relation-
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ship (Sibona & Walczak, 2011). Unfriending is more likely to happen if the connection is a weak-tie
type of relationship, which explains why most often Facebook friendships were ended with high
school friends with whom there has been no contact for years (Sibona & Walczak, 2011; Sibona,
2014). There seems to be significant differences in the reasons for unsociability depending on the site.
On Twitter, people value content over social matters and use unsocial features to limit unwanted content, whereas on Facebook the reasons for unsociability are mostly related to social relationships
(Gutierrez Lopez & Ovaska, 2013; Kwak et al., 2011). Previous research indicates that unfollowing on
Twitter is a frequent occurrence and that people unfollow others because they tweet too much, or
about uninteresting topics (Kwak et al., 2011).

2.3

Unsociability as boundary regulation

Self-disclosure is essential to the processes of relationship formation and maintenance, as greater disclosures between relational partners contribute to their closeness (Altman & Taylor, 1973). However,
privacy concerns have been found to prevent users from sharing and disclosing matters online
(Brandtzaeg et al., 2010; Stutzman et al., 2013; Vitak & Kim, 2014). Privacy is maintained through a
regulation process, in which the individual controls the limits of disclosure in different ways. Altman
(1975) has defined boundary regulation as a co-operative and social process of people attempting to
achieve an optimal social situation in which they attain the degree of privacy that they desire.
A feature typical of SNSs is that they enable users to create individually-constructed networks bringing people they are familiar with from different contexts together in a single location. This phenomenon is referred to as context collapse (Marwick & boyd, 2011). Even though large networks of friends
from different social contexts can provide users with a great deal of social capital, challenges are also
present in the form of simultaneously ensuring privacy and promoting content-sharing and sociability.
Unlike in traditional online communities, on SNSs a person can belong to multiple networks, which
can make it more difficult to grasp the boundaries of the ‘community’ (Ellison & boyd, 2013). As the
composition of Facebook networks is known to change over time, situations can arise in which a person’s conception of the actual size and composition of the audience do not match reality (Acquisti &
Gross, 2006). Facebook friends also represent different types of relationships with regard to closeness.
In their study on Facebook, Bryant and Marmo (2010) divided the respondents’ contacts into close
friends, casual friends, and acquaintances, and found that a different set of rules for relationship
maintenance were applied to each of these friend groups. Because the structure of SNSs does not allow different self-presentation strategies for different audiences, tensions arise particularly when a
person attempts to create a continual presentation of self (Marwick & boyd, 2011).
The privacy settings of the user interface of Facebook are considered rather simple when it comes to
hiding content from people outside of one’s friend network (Johnson et al., 2012). However, users
raised concerns about certain people on their friends list being able to view content not intended for
them and these situations being more difficult to resolve (Johnson et al., 2012). According to Johnson
et al. (2012), people were less prepared to deal with problems that arise from their Facebook friends
coming from different social contexts and they had to apply a variety of ad hoc strategies to address
the situation. Particularly younger people have been found to experience social surveillance and social
control which forces them to adjust their behaviour by, for example, using conformity as a strategy
when sharing content with connections from various contexts (Brandtzaeg et al., 2010). Also the
boundaries between professional and personal lives have been found to cause concerns among Facebook users and people have developed several strategies for keeping their professional and personal
lives separate, including reserving Facebook for ‘real friends’ only, creating multiple accounts, and
limiting content to material appropriate for all friends (Vitak & Kim, 2014). Other popular strategies
identified for mitigating and avoiding socially awkward situations on Facebook are curating the
friends list, control via deletion, deleting pics or untagging them (Johnson et al., 2012). According to
Wisniewski et al. (2012), ineffective boundary regulation can cause stress, which can be relieved with
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various coping mechanisms. They found that in addition to employing technology-supported mechanisms (behaviors supported by SNS interface controls), people have also developed various coping
mechanisms (responses to the situation not based on the utilization of technological functions) to mitigate social interactions that cause emotional stress (Wisniewski et al., 2012). They also identified several situations in which the boundary regulation mechanisms were not adequate but created potential
for negative consequences. For instance, hiding someone means that person still has access to one’s
network, and, conversely, unfriending someone who is a real friend removes the possibility of future
interactions that could strengthen the relationship and could even harm the relationship by emotionally
hurting the other person (Wisniewski et al., 2012).
Acquisti and Gross (2006) argue that on SNSs security, access controls and privacy are weak by design. The reason for this lies in the utility of posted content for the service: the easier it is for people to
join and connect with other users, the higher the utility of the content to the users themselves and the
higher its commercial value to the network’s owners and managers (Acquisti & Gross, 2006; Blatterer,
2010). Previous research shows that in order to maintain the desired level of privacy, people need to
regulate how much and for whom they self-disclosure on SNSs, and unsocial features have an important role in the regulation of personal boundaries between the contradicting requirements of privacy
and visibility.
This study explores situations that cause tensions in online social relations and how users cope with
these tensions by using various technical features on SNSs. However, not only technology-supported
features are needed for successful boundary regulation but people need to apply behavioral strategies
as well. Even though unfriending and relationship dissolution often carry negative associations, in this
study they are viewed as a non-negative and necessary mechanism of privacy regulation and impression management. Unsociability can thus be understood as availability management, that is, behavior
that allows us to control when and how we interact with others in services that support awareness cues
(Birnholtz et al., 2012).
The following three research questions are addressed:

3

•

What kinds of unsocial situations do users engage in on SNSs?

•

Why do people use unsocial features on SNSs?

•

Are the current unsocial features sufficient for users’ needs for boundary regulation?

Method and data

Data was collected using an online questionnaire aiming to find out which unsocial SNS features people used, how they used them and what were their reasons for using them. The questionnaire was targeted at SNS users, and it was distributed via Facebook groups and mailing lists. In the invitation,
people were encouraged to share the link in their own social networks. The data collection was thus
conducted in accordance with the snowball sampling technique (Morgan, 2008). The online questionnaire was provided in Finnish language and it was available for three weeks in March 2014.
First, the respondents were asked about background demographics, such as age, gender and occupational status. Background questions also included questions on SNSs use in general. The second part
of the questionnaire contained questions charting the use of three different SNSs. Because Facebook is
the most popular and best-known of social network sites, questions concerning Facebook were asked
first. Second, there were questions intended for the users of Twitter, which was chosen as a target of
this study because, along with Facebook, it is one of the most popular SNSs globally. Because we assumed that in addition to Facebook and Twitter there would be a great deal of dispersion regarding the
different social network sites used by the respondents, in the third section of the questionnaire the respondents had the opportunity to themselves choose the SNS they wished to answer the questions on.
This provided us with more diverse data on SNS use.
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The online questionnaire also included several qualitative open-ended questions in which the respondents were asked to provide detailed descriptions of unsocial situations they had engaged in and to explain their reasons for using unsocial features. The respondents were also asked to describe with their
own words the situations in which they had been an object of unsociable actions by others. The qualitative data was analyzed by producing classifications and generalizations with the aim of identifying
recurring patterns and themes in unsocial situations and acts that they give rise to. The quantitative
data was analyzed statistically.

4

Results

4.1

Participant demographics

A total of 107 responses were obtained. The majority (79%) of the respondents were female. As their
socio-economic status, 59% stated student, whereas 27% were working full time. The age range was
17–54 years, average age being 30 years. As was expected due to the sampling technique, 100% of
respondents were registered on Facebook. They were rather experienced Facebook users, as 71% reported having been registered on Facebook for five years or longer. Their number of Facebook friends
ranged from 30 to 743 (median 208). When asked who their Facebook friends are, the most frequently
mentioned friend types were ‘family members and relatives’ (97%) and ‘close friends’ (96%). Only
14% had added people whom they had never met face-to-face as their Facebook friends.
Twitter was significantly less popular among the respondents as only 37% of the participants reported
being a registered member. The respondents were also rather new to Twitter, with the majority having
used it for 1 to 2 years (47%) or 3 to 4 years (24%). The average number of followers on Twitter was
14 and followings 63. As for their use of other SNSs, the most popular other SNSs were YouTube
(60% of the participants were registered members), Google+ (46%), and IRC-Galleria (39%).

4.2

Unsociability on Facebook

In the questionnaire, the respondents were asked to state which of the unsocial features of Facebook
they had used. As shown in Figure 1 below, the most commonly used unsocial features were ‘reject’
(86%), ‘unfriend’ (79%) and ‘hide from newsfeed’ (77%), whereas ‘blocking’ someone (40%) or ‘untagging’ oneself from pictures (40%) were the least common among respondents.
Against expectations, using the hardest form of unsociability, unfriending, seems to be rather common
on Facebook: the majority of the respondents had unfriended someone. When asked for a reason, 82
respondents (77%) provided an explanation for unfriending. The most commonly cited reasons were
related to offline context; the reasons are categorized and presented in Table 1 below. The most popular explanation for unfriending was having lost connection with the person in the course of time, or not
having known the person very well in the first place. These contacts were described as persons that ‘I
wouldn’t say hi to if I came across them on the street’ or ‘next to whom I wouldn’t sit on a bus’. Usually, these contacts were added after meeting them at parties or through mutual friends, and when the
friendship did not evolve as expected they were removed later on. The results show that friendship
dissolution on Facebook was usually not described as a dramatic event but rather, people just found
that they did not actually have anything in common in real-life with this person, which made the reading and sharing of personal updates inconvenient.
‘I have removed people because I don’t want people that are essentially strangers to me keeping track
of my life.’
‘I have removed people who I’m never likely to see again and who I wouldn’t say hi to if I came
across them on the street.’
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“I have accepted a friend request a couple of times after a night out for reasons of politeness, but removed those people pretty soon after.’

Figure 1.

Popularity of unsocial features on Facebook as percentages (N=107)

There were some examples of more dramatic friendship endings such as arguments and rifts. Most
common of these were the breakups of romantic relationships. The breakups had often resulted in unfriending the ex-partner but sometimes the friends and family of the said partner as well.
‘I have removed partners who have left me or flirted with other people in their profile.’
Among the online-related unfriending reasons, number one was inappropriate or annoying online behavior, e.g. making stupid jokes, racist remarks or rude comments. Also posting too much content or
not posting content at all were mentioned as reasons for unfollowing. The unfriending reasons as categorized in the analysis are presented in Table 1.
‘I would remove people whose racist comments or rants were too irritating.’
‘The contacts who themselves never update anything but just go on there to read about other people’s
lives.’
Reasons for unfriending on Facebook

number of mentions

Offline reasons
having lost the connection with the person

79
34

not really knowing the person
end of a relationship, quarrel
Online reasons
abusive content
impolite or annoying behavior (i.e. making rude comments, harassing others)

32
13
13
5
3

posting too much or non-interesting content

3

not posting any content

2

Table 1.

Reasons for unfriending on Facebook as categorized.

The unfriended persons represented various types of connections, most commonly friends from elementary or high school, friends of friends, former dating partners, friends from hobbies or ex-
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colleagues from work. Because of the dyadic nature of Facebook relationships, reasons for unfriending
included not wanting to see updates from someone who is not a real friend, but also the desire to prevent the people from viewing content posted by the respondent. The reasons given for unfriending
someone contained more mentions of not wanting to see content posted by uninteresting people than
not wanting to share content with them. It thus seems that people seem to be less tolerant of noninteresting content than concerned about sharing with less familiar people.
In order to find out if participants’ demographics have an impact on Facebook unfriending, Pearson
Chi-Square tests were conducted. The results indicate no statistically significant gender differences
regarding Facebook unfriending (χ2 = 0.548, df = 1, p = 0.459). In order to investigate age differences,
the respondents were divided into three age groups (25 and younger; 26-35 years; 36 years and older).
With regard to Facebook unfriending, the oldest age group (36 years and older) was found to be using
the unfriend feature significantly less than the two younger age groups (χ2 = 6.672, df = 2, p < 0.05).
Also a negative correlation at the 0.05 level was detected between age and the number of Facebook
friends, indicating that younger respondents had more Facebook friends than older ones (r = -.223, p =
0.022). Younger participants thus have more friends and have also unfriended people more often.
When the respondents were asked about being a target of unfriending, 64% reported having noticed
that they had been removed from friends by someone else. The analysis of open-ended responses given by 66 respondents (62%) reveals that the unfriending was carried out in a subtle manner, as they
only found out about it later on by accident, and none of the respondents were informed about the fact
of unfriending or the reasons behind it. In their open responses, there were no mentions of being hurt,
and most of respondents had some idea about the reason for the act. Only one person stated having
asked about the reason, and only a couple of respondents reported having felt confused about the unfriending. The reasons given for being unfriended by someone were similar to the reasons for their
own unfriending behavior, with losing connection over years, not being close with the person, breaking up or having a quarrel as the most commonly cited reasons.
‘I noticed I’d been removed by visiting the person’s profile. It has probably happened a lot more
times, but if you don’t even notice it’s probably not anyone very close to you. I’ve never taken it personally.’
Statistical analysis found no significant gender differences regarding having been a target of unfriending on Facebook (χ2 = 3.970, df = 2, p = 0.137). However, age comparisons reveal some statistical
differences. The respondents from the middle group (26–35 years) reported having being a target of
unfriending significantly more frequently than those in the youngest and the oldest age groups (χ2 =
13.210, df = 4, p < 0.05).
The respondents were also asked about the use of other unsocial features than unfriending (see Figure
1). 93 respondents (87%) gave more specific reasons for using these features in open-ended questions.
According to the results, reject is the most frequently used unsocial feature. It was used when unknown or non-interesting people sent friend requests or when people did not want to be available for
chat. However, some mentioned that they found rejecting a friend request socially difficult and, because of this, just left the requests in the inbox without responding to them at all. When asked about
socially awkward friends, they mentioned especially relatives and former dating partners, whom they
did not want to be able to keep tabs on their life trough Facebook. In such situations, the friend requests were thus often rejected. Hide from newsfeed was used for hiding content updates from noninteresting people or from people who were considered annoying, for example when a friend was posting too frequent updates or playing Facebook games that posted content on the feed. Other examples
of annoying content were religious updates and training results. Also commercial content and content
posted by pages liked was often hidden. Unlike was used after the user had liked something accidentally or had liked a public post and did not want friends to see it. According to the responses, accidental likes were quite common when browsing Facebook with a touch-screen phone. Restrict was
mainly used to prevent certain people, usually acquaintances not belonging to the closest friendship
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circle, from seeing posts. For example, restrict was useful when the respondents had new Facebook
friends whom they did not want to see old content on their wall. Some mentioned that they felt obliged
to keep not-so-important people on their friends list, and hiding updates from such people was common. There was also a mention of having disabled someone from posting annoying content on one’s
personal Facebook wall. Untag was employed particularly when a friend was posting old, unflattering
or embarrassing pictures, for example from occasions where the respondent was ‘super-drunk’, pictures with people the respondent did not want to be associated with, or pictures that had nothing to do
with the tagged person. Some respondents mentioned that they had a rule between friends that people
are not tagged into pictures without their approval, making untagging unnecessary in their case. According to results, block was the least commonly used of the unsocial features mentioned in the survey. It was mainly used for muting postings and requests from Facebook games or other applications.
People were blocked when they were constantly sending invitations to events, or when a person unknown to the respondent contacts them via Facebook without a particular reason, or when a profile is
suspected to be fake.
Almost everyone (95%) reported having changed their privacy settings, indicating that they were not
satisfied with default settings and wanted to have better control over who is able to view their content.
Most often, the setting for who is able to view content posted by the respondent was adjusted to
‘friends only’, and the respondents had prevented others from finding them through the ‘search’ function. In addition to this, a wide variety of individual privacy-setting tailoring was present in the qualitative data. Commonly, people had banned certain persons from seeing their posts. These were most
often the boss, ex-partner or parents. Particularly, restricting the visibility of pictures seemed to be
common, as photo albums were often shared with the closest friends only. There were also a few mentions of having created or belonged to closed groups, in which members could talk only with a select
group of people. According to responses to the open-ended questions, a common case of context collapse took place between student life and relatives that were considered ‘too nosy’.
The use of unsocial features other than unfriend was compared with age and gender, and no differences were detected between males and females. Statistically significant age differences were found
only in the use of untag: it was used the most by the youngest group and the least by the oldest (χ2 =
11.420, df = 2, p < 0.005).

4.3

Unsociability on other SNSs

Twitter’s role in the lives of its users is clearly different to that of Facebook, as, unlike Facebook, it is
not used for relationship maintenance. Instead of following people they are familiar with from an offline context, the respondents followed celebrities, politicians, media and organizations related to their
work or interests. As expected, unfollowing was not considered as anything personal, as only one person reported having unfollowed someone because there was no friendship connection anymore. Mostly unfollowing on Twitter was perceived as a means to filter the content and regulate the amount of
content. The most important reasons for unfollowing were posting non-interesting or annoying content
(8 mentions), and posting too much content (6 mentions).
‘I unfollowed accounts that filled up my feed. On Twitter, you have to keep adjusting things until you
find a good balance.’
‘If someone posts too mundane information of their whereabouts, like where they are or what they
should have to eat, I am not interested unless it’s a good friend.’
Due to the small amount of Twitter users in the sample (N=40), no statistical analysis was conducted.
As the Twitter users of this study were rather new to the service and, in general, did not have many
contacts, they perhaps lacked embeddedness and reciprocal interaction with others, which might have
resulted in Twitter appearing mostly as a one-sided channel for following others.
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The use of unsocial features on SNSs other than Facebook and Twitter was investigated with an openended question, in which 40% of the respondents replied to. Altogether, they mentioned 14 other social network sites. The most popular of them were: LinkedIn (13 mentions), YouTube (7 mentions),
Google+ (7 mentions) and Instagram (4 mentions). According to the results, removing contacts was
not common on these ‘other sites’, as only 12 respondents mentioned having unfollowed or removed
someone from their networks. Similarly to Twitter, the most frequently cited reason for removing
someone was uninteresting content. Unfollowing also took place because the respondents’ personal
topics of interest had changed over years or the quality of content posted by the accounts they had followed sometimes for several years had weakened. Another important reason mentioned for unfollowing was that the accounts were considered suspicious or annoying, and therefore were blocked and
reported. Annoying behavior in this context was, for instance, posting inappropriate content, using a
fake identity or sending dating requests. The analysis of the open-ended questions reveals that ending
subscriptions to content posted by others by unfollowing was equally common as increasing the level
of privacy by restricting access to personal information. 12 respondents mentioned having limited the
visibility of their profile or content posted by them in some way. Most frequently, people were concerned about sharing their personal information and used a pseudonym and avoided sharing any personal details, such as email addresses, particularly on YouTube. Some respondents also liked to share
their pictures and videos with their friends only. All in all, the results show that the category ‘social
network sites’ contains a great variety of services enabling people to present themselves in very different ways to different audiences. In each case, boundary regulation mechanisms are required for the
purpose of managing both self-disclosures in the eyes of others and content received from those followed.

5

Discussion

Unsociability is a complex phenomenon and needs to be investigated for the purpose of enabling the
design of user interface features that reflect the dynamic nature of human relations more effectively
than the functions offered by present sites. This study has focused on boundary regulation mechanisms
enabled by the user interfaces of SNSs. As a result of this chosen approach, no knowledge has been
gained on the use of purely behavioral strategies. For instance, the results do not provide information
on how often the participants used self-censorship or unresponsiveness as strategies for avoiding socially awkward situations, as this was not explicitly asked in the questionnaire. In analyzing the more
discrete behaviors and strategies that are currently not supported by interface design, qualitative interviews would have provided more detailed information. Therefore, future research on boundary regulation needs to take a closer look at the situations when the functions provided by a user interface are not
sufficient for people’s needs.
With regard to the design of unsocial features, this study confirms that unsociability is performed silently and there is no need to send awareness cues to the target of unsocial activity. On the contrary,
people did not feel they needed to know about the reasons for unfriending and did not mind remaining
unaware of the act of unfriending, especially if the contact was not perceived as a close friend. Moreover, people did not feel the need to tell the target why he or she was being unfollowed or blocked. Unexpectedly, unfriending, the hardest form of unsociability, was quite common among the respondents,
and as a function was used more frequently than restricting the visibility of content to certain friends.
One reason for this may be that people find the individual selection of people who will be able see
posts too laborious, as updating friendship categories and constantly reflecting the current state of relationships requires work. According to the results, relationships that were no longer relevant and persons the respondents were not likely to meet again face-to-face were the most likely to be removed.
Unfriending is a straightforward and easy-to-use functionality, but the findings suggest that the division into friends and non-friends may sometimes be too strict and permanent. As social relationships
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are very flexible and might involve sudden changes due to disputes and arguments, a softer version of
unfriending might be useful. In situations when someone is unfriended due to a lost connection, an
option to ‘take back’ an old Facebook friend without sending a new request in case a reconnecting occurs could be socially convenient. This would be possible if relationships could be put aside without
breaking a tie completely. The symmetry of Facebook connections may cause problems if one of the
partners is still interested in remaining in touch while the other is not, as unfriending removes access
from both parties.
Facebook currently provides effective tools for managing context collapse, as users are able to categorize people according to their importance. Contrary to previous research (Brandtzaeg et al., 2010;
Johnson et al., 2012; Vitak & Kim, 2014), tensions between groups of people coming from different
social contexts, for instance professional and personal life, were not perceived as a major problem.
People often add new friends after meeting new people, and not all these contacts evolve into friendships. However, sharing and reading personal updates by people with whom the respondents were not
close was experienced as awkward, and for this reason unfriending, hiding and restricting were mostly
directed to these contacts. This finding is in line with previous research (Sibona, 2014), which suggests that there is a life-cycle to relationships that are held online, some of them being maintained or
strengthened while others will be dissolved through unfriending. Similarly to previous research (Madden & Smith, 2012), age was also found to have some impact on the likelihood of a friendship being
terminated on Facebook as the age group of 36 years and older was more reluctant to unfriend others
than the two younger groups. They also had a smaller number of Facebook friends, indicating that
their friends might be more carefully chosen.
The main limitation of this study arises from the sampling method. Since the majority of respondents
were female, the sample may be biased and thus the generalizability of findings for the whole population can be questioned. Furthermore, as the questionnaire was only provided in Finnish, and therefore
the respondents were of Finnish nationality, a larger sample including more variety in respondents’
national backgrounds would have brought out more generalizable results. However, applying a purposeful sampling can be useful in selecting cases that are information rich and illuminative, offering
thus useful manifestations of the phenomenon of the interest (Patton, 2002). Another major limitation
of this study is the small number of respondents using other social network sites than Facebook, and
therefore, better data is needed to explore unsociability on these sites.

6

Conclusion

The present work has explored which unsocial features are used on social network sites, particularly
on Facebook, and identified situations that result in their use. The results show that using both ‘soft’
and ‘hard’ forms of unsociability is common and the majority of participants had employed at least
some of them. Most commonly, people unfriended others because of offline reasons, especially when
a weak-tie relationship had gradually faded away. This study thus indicates that people want to use
Facebook for communicating and sharing content with people with whom they are familiar and friendly with offline. As Facebook has existed for almost a decade and continues to enjoy great popularity,
users will, perhaps increasingly, encounter socially awkward situations pertaining to relationship
maintenance and boundary regulation that come along with changing life situations and social network
memberships. The challenge for SNS design is how to reflect these dynamics with successful interface
design.
The reasons for using the unsocial features were very different on content-oriented and friendshiporiented sites: on Twitter, unfollowing or blocking a person was done in order to render the quantity
and quality content, particularly regarding its informativeness, in the timeline as optimal as possible,
whereas on Facebook, the reasons for unsociability were mostly related to socially awkward situations
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or changes in the status of the offline relationships. Regarding other SNSs, unsociability took the
forms of limiting access to personal information or avoiding annoying behavior or content, such as
fake profiles or spamming.
Based on the findings, it is not just the clashing of professional and personal lives that is causing concerns regarding self-disclosure. Most often, it was old connections that had become obsolete that were
considered awkward with respect to self-disclosure. Even though weak ties are well represented
among SNS friends, these friendships are most often cut off. All in all, the results show that SNSs are
deeply intertwined with offline life and reflect changes in relationships in the context of the physical
world. The majority of relationship fallouts reported in this study took place in offline life, and unfollowing on SNSs was just a final act in a chain of events. This study illustrates how social relationships are dynamic and must be managed over time. While SNS have become an established practice in
our everyday-life communication, there are many important issues regarding the life-span of social
relationships to be considered in future research.
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